Master List of Fellowship/Grant Deadlines

Remote Sensing or Other Related Geospatial Information Technologies Fellowship

Deadline: December 1, 2009

Award Amount: $5,000 and a one-year student or associate membership (new or renewal) in ASPRS.

The American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing's Robert N. Colwell Memorial Fellowship award is to encourage and commend college/university graduate students or post-doctoral researchers who display exceptional interest, desire, ability, and aptitude in the field of remote sensing or other related geospatial information technologies, and who have a special interest in developing practical uses of these technologies. The Award is made to a graduate student (Masters or Ph.D. level) currently enrolled or intending to enroll in a college or university in the United States or Canada, or a recently graduated (within three years of graduation) post-doctoral researcher, who is pursuing a program of study aimed at starting a professional career where expertise is required in remote sensing or other related geospatial information technologies. A current or beginning graduate student or post-doctoral researcher are eligible to apply.

http://www.asprs.org/membership/scholar.html#colwell

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Studies in Greek Language, Literature, History, Archaeology, Philosophy, and Art Fellowship

Deadline: December 1, 2009

Award Amount: $20,000 for five months and $40,000 for ten months

The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Fellowship program at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens offers two major research libraries: 1. the Blegen, with 90,000 volumes dedicated to the ancient Mediterranean world; and 2. the Gennadius, with 113,000 volumes and archives devoted to post-classical Hellenic civilization and, more broadly, the Balkans and the eastern Mediterranean. The School also sponsors excavations and provides centers for advanced research in archaeological and related topics at its excavations in the Athenian Agora and Corinth, and it houses an archaeological laboratory at the main building complex in Athens. By agreement with the Greek government, the School is authorized to serve as liaison with the Greek Ministry of Culture on behalf of American students and scholars for the acquisition of permits to excavate and to study museum collections. In the fourteen years since its inception, the NEH Fellowship program at the American School has demonstrated its effectiveness by supporting projects for twenty-seven scholars with distinguished research and teaching careers in the humanities. Eligibility: Post-doctoral scholars and professionals in relevant fields such as architecture or art who are U.S. citizens or foreign nationals who have lived in the U.S. for the three years immediately preceding the application deadline. Applicants must hold their Ph.D. or equivalent terminal degree at the time of application.

Institute of American History Research and Dissertation Fellowships

Deadline: December 1, 2009
Award amount: $1,500-$4,000

These Fellowships support work in one of five archives: The Gilder Lehrman Collection, on deposit at the New York Historical Society; The Library of the New York Historical Society; The Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Library; The New York Public Library Humanities and Social Sciences Library; and The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (NYPL). Postdoctoral scholars at every faculty rank, as well as journalists and independent scholars are eligible for Research Fellowships; doctoral candidates who have completed exams and begun dissertation reading and writing are eligible for Dissertation Fellowships.

http://www.gilderlehrman.org/index.php

International Collaborative Research Grant in Anthropology

Deadline: December 1, 2009
Award Amount: $30,000

Proposals must involve collaboration between two or more researchers of different nationalities who are working in different countries. Each researcher must hold a doctorate or equivalent qualification in anthropology or a related discipline. Scholars are eligible without regard to institutional or departmental affiliation. Priority is given to those projects involving at least one principal investigator who is a citizen of, and is working and residing in a country where anthropology is underrepresented and where there are limited resources to develop the discipline [click here for country list]. Other international collaborations will, however, be given serious consideration where they are consistent with at least two of the following aims of the Foundation to:

- Bring together researchers with different national perspectives that complement each other and enrich the research.
- Strengthen anthropology in countries where there are limited resources to support its development.
- Combine different areas of expertise and knowledge that will benefit both researchers.

http://www.wennergren.org/programs/

Researching the Black Experience

Deadline: December 1, 2009
Award Amount: $30,000 for six months; $60,000 for one year

The New York Public Library’s Scholars-in-Residence program assists scholars and professionals whose research in the black experience can benefit from extended access to the center’s collections. Seminars, colloquia, forums, symposia, and conferences will complement the residency program. The program is designed to encourage research and writing in black history and culture, to facilitate interaction among the participants, including fellows funded by other sources, and to provide for widespread dissemination of findings through lectures, publications, and the Schomburg Center Seminars. The Schomburg Center program encompasses projects in African, Afro-American, and Afro-Caribbean history and culture. Fellowships funded by the program will allow recipients to spend six months or a year in residence with access to resources at both the Schomburg Center and The New York Public Library. Fellows must devote their full time to their research projects and may not be employed or hold other major fellowships or grants during the period in residence. The Schomburg Center’s Scholars-in-Residence Program is funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Aaron Diamond Foundation.

http://www.nypl.org/research/sc/scholars/applicationa.html

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad (DDRA) Fellowship Program

Deadline: December 1, 2009

Award Amount: $15,000-$60,000

The Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad (DDRA) Fellowship Program provides opportunities to doctoral candidates to engage in full-time dissertation research abroad in modern foreign languages and area studies. The program is designed to contribute to the development and improvement of the study of modern foreign languages and area studies in the United States.

Institutions of Higher Education (IHEs) may apply. Graduate students in doctoral programs in the fields of foreign languages and area studies must apply through the institutions in which they are enrolled. A student is eligible to receive a fellowship if he or she:

- Is a citizen or national of the United States or is a permanent resident of the United States;
- Is a graduate student in good standing at an institution of higher education in the United States who, when the fellowship begins, is admitted to candidacy in a doctoral program in modern foreign languages and area studies at that institution;
- Is planning a teaching career in the United States upon graduation; and
- Possesses adequate skills in the language(s) necessary to carry out the dissertation project.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Social Entrepreneurs Fellowship

Deadline: December 2, 2009

Award Amount: $60,000 for individuals and $90,000 for partnerships of two people in seed funding over two years.

Echoing Green seeks individuals or partnerships (organizations led by two people) with innovative solutions to significant social problems; strategies to create high-impact, sustainable change in people's lives; and the ability to grow and lead a new organization. The application process is open to citizens of all nationalities working in any country. Applicants must be 18 years of age or older, and must have sufficient English fluency to participate in interviews and Echoing Green events. Organizations must be the original idea of the applicant, and must be independent and autonomous. (Organizations cannot be considered independent or autonomous if they are started under the direction of an existing organization.) Organizations must be in a start-up phase. To be considered a start-up, the applicant may have been running the organization full-time for approximately two years, and Echoing Green's financial support should qualify it as a major/primary early funder. Applicants who have only worked on their organization on a part-time basis or have yet to start an organization are generally considered eligible. Applicants must make a full-time commitment to the organization's development. Click here to view 2009 fellows.

http://www.echoinggreen.org/

---------------------------------

Researching Physics in Solid Earth Fellowships

Deadline: December 5, 2009

Award Amount: $190,000

The National Science Foundation's Geophysics Program supports basic research in the physics of the solid earth to explore its composition, structure, and processes. Laboratory, field, theoretical, and computational studies are supported. Topics include seismicity, seismic wave propagation, and the nature and occurrence of earthquakes; the earth's magnetic, gravity, and electrical fields; the earth's thermal structure; and geodynamics. Supported research also includes geophysical studies of active deformation, including geodesy, and studies of the properties and behavior of earth materials in support of geophysical observation and theory. NSF welcomes proposals on behalf of all qualified scientists, engineers and educators. The Foundation strongly encourages women, minorities and persons with disabilities to participate fully in its programs. Click here to view abstract from recent awards made through this program.

East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes for U.S. Graduate Students

**Deadline:** December 9, 2009

**Award Amount:** $5,000 stipend, a roundtrip international airline ticket, and will be supported to attend a pre-departure orientation in the Washington, D.C. area.

The National Science Foundation's East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes (EAPSI) provide U.S. graduate students in science and engineering: 1) first-hand research experiences in Australia, China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore or Taiwan; 2) an introduction to the science, science policy, and scientific infrastructure of the respective location; and 3) an orientation to the society, culture and language. The primary goals of EAPSI are to introduce students to East Asia and Pacific science and engineering in the context of a research setting, and to help students initiate scientific relationships that will better enable future collaboration with foreign counterparts. All institutes, except Japan, last approximately eight weeks from June to August.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Fellowship Support for Recent Doctoral Recipients

**Deadline:** December 9, 2009

**Award Amount:** $30,000

ACLS invites applications for the second annual competition for the Mellon/ACLS Recent Doctoral Recipients Fellowships. This is the second stage of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation/ACLS Early Career Fellowship Program, which provides support for young scholars. The first part of this program—the Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowships—makes possible a year of supported research and writing, to help students complete their dissertation. The second part of the program provides support for a year following the completion of the doctorate for scholars to advance their research. A grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation supports this program.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Undergraduate Fellowships in Environmental Fields of Study

**Deadline:** December 10, 2009

**Award Amount:** up to $19,250 per year of academic support and up to $8,000 of internship support for a three-month summer period

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as part of its Greater Research Opportunities (GRO) program, is offering Greater Research Opportunities (GRO) undergraduate fellowships for bachelor level
students in environmental fields of study. Eligible students will receive support for their junior and senior years of undergraduate study and for an internship at an EPA facility during the summer between their junior and senior years. The planned course of study MUST focus on one or more of the following areas of environmental significance and MUST describe the relationship of these topic areas to the statutorily required purpose of pollution prevention and/or control.

1. Natural and Life Sciences,
2. Environmental Science and Interdisciplinary Engineering,
3. Social Sciences and Decision Making,
4. Physical Sciences,


Postdoctoral Fellowship in Academic Libraries

Deadline: December 30, 2009

Award Amount: Remuneration varies by sponsoring institution; benefits and some travel expenses are also provided. Depending on the institution, fellowships are for either one or two years.

The Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR) fellowship provides new scholars in the humanities a unique opportunity to develop expertise in the new forms of scholarly research and the information resources that support them, both traditional and digital, that are challenging research institutions. The program offers fellowships to individuals who believe that there are opportunities to develop meaningful linkages among disciplinary scholarship, libraries, archives, and evolving digital tools. Former fellows have high placement rates as researchers and professionals in academic libraries and as members of teaching faculties. Applicants must have earned their Ph.D.s in disciplines in the humanities within the past five years (or earn them before starting the program). All fields in the humanities will be considered. Click here to view current and past fellows.

http://www.clir.org/fellowships/postdoc/postdoc.html

Researching Nantucket's Historical Library Collection Fellowship

Deadline: December 31, 2009
Award Amount: $900, Travel expenses reimbursed up to $600.

The Nantucket Historical Association (NHA) annual fellowship, the E. Geoffrey and Elizabeth Thayer Verney Fellowship, encourages research in the collections of the Nantucket Historical Association Research Library and is open to academics, graduate students, and independent scholars. The Nantucket Historical Association is the principal repository of Nantucket history, with extensive archives, collections of historic properties, and art and artifacts that broadly illustrate Nantucket's past. Topics of research for recent scholars have included health aboard whale ships, women at sea, scrimshaw, samplers, local artists, Nantucket's architectural heritage, Quakerism, the African-American and Cape Verdean communities, the Quaise Asylum, and abolitionism. The E. Geoffrey and Elizabeth Thayer Verney Fellow resides in the Thomas Macy House, a historic property owned by the association, for up to a three-week period. Housing is available January - May and October - December 2010. NHA Visiting Research Scholars are expected to produce an article suitable for publication in the summer edition of Historic Nantucket, the NHA's quarterly journal, and to deliver a public lecture on the subject of their research, as well as a presentation to NHA staff. Projects resulting in the publication of a book, article, conference paper, or other media, are looked upon favorably.

http://www.nha.org/library/verney.html

-----------------------------------------------
Rich Diversity of Human Culture Book Awards

Deadline: December 31, 2009
Award Amount: $10,000

The Cleveland Foundation's Anisfield-Wolf Book Awards recognizes books that have made important contributions to our understanding of racism and our appreciation of the rich diversity of human cultures. Books that open and challenge peoples minds are requested. Past winners have presented the extraordinary art and culture of peoples around the world, explored human rights violations, exposed the effects of racism on children, reflected on growing up bi-racial and illuminated the dignity of people as they search for justice. To be eligible, books must be written in English and published in the previous year. Awards are given for both fiction and non-fiction, with winners being announced in the spring. Works of poetry are eligible for the fiction prize. All submitted materials become the property of the Anisfield-Wolf Book Awards and will not be returned. Click here to view previous winners.

http://www.clevelandfoundation.org/AffiliatedPrograms/BookAwards.html

-----------------------------------------------
The International Scholar Rescue Fund

Deadline: January 1, 2010, April 1, 2010, and September 1, 2010
Award Amount: up to US $25,000, plus health insurance

The Institute of International Education announces its Scholar Rescue Fund program.
Professors, established researchers and other senior academics from any country, field or discipline may qualify. Applications are reviewed for academic qualifications, the quality/potential of the candidate's work, and the urgency of threats faced. Preference is given to scholars who are facing immediate, severe and targeted threats to their lives and/or careers in their home country or country of residence; who have a Ph.D. or other highest degree in their field; who have extensive teaching or research experience at a university, college or other institution of higher learning; who demonstrate superior academic accomplishment or promise; whose selection is likely to benefit the academic community in the home and/or host country or region.

Applications from female scholars and scholars who are members of ethnic, racial, cultural or religious minority groups, or those otherwise underrepresented in their field, are encouraged. Fellowships are approved by the SRF Selection Committee which convenes at least three (3) times per year. The final fellowship award is dependent upon the location of the host institution, the cost of living, and the value of any additional contributions from the host institution or other source. Host academic institutions agree to accept the fellowship funds and disburse the funds to the scholar. In most cases, host institutions are required to match the SRF fellowship award through partial salary/stipend support, research materials, and other in-kind assistance.

http://www.scholarrescuefund.org/pages/intro.php

West African Pre-Doctoral Fellowships

Deadline: January 2, 2009
Award Amount: Round trip travel to Africa and $3,000.

The West African Research Center invites applications from graduate students for the WARA Pre-Doctoral Fellowship, for research in West Africa during the summer of 2010. Awardees will conduct research for a two to three month period in order to 1) prepare a doctoral research proposal; or 2) carry out research related to the completion of another terminal degree program (e.g. MFA or MPH). Funded through the bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. State Department, this competition is open to U.S. citizens who are currently enrolled in graduate programs at institutions of higher education in the United States. It is advisable that applicants be conversant in an African language spoken where they will be conducting research. Priority will be given to applicants who are at the predissertation stage, that is, who will be returning to their institution to complete course work, exams, etc. before beginning their fieldwork.


West African Post-Doctoral Fellowships

Deadline: January 2, 2009
Award Amount: Round trip travel to Africa and $3,000.
The West African Research Center announces its Post-Doctoral Fellowship for research in West Africa during the summer of 2010 fellowship. Awardees will conduct research for a two to three month period in order to 1) complete or elaborate upon an earlier project; 2) initiate a new research project; or 3) enhance their understanding of a particular topic in order to improve teaching effectiveness or broaden course offerings. Funded through the bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. State Department, this competition is open to U.S. citizens already holding a Ph.D. who are currently affiliated with an academic institution or who work in another related domain (e.g. public health or museology). All applicants must have been affiliated with an institution of higher education or research within the last three years. It is advisable that applicants be conversant in an African language spoken where they will be conducting research.


Neuroscience Research Award
Deadline: January 4, 2010
Award Amount: $75,000 annually for three years

The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience supports innovative research designed to bring science closer to the day when diseases of the brain and behavior can be accurately diagnosed, prevented, and treated. The McKnight Scholar Award program gives promising young investigators in the early stages of an independent research career the opportunity for scientific development on important problems in brain science. Traditionally, successful candidates have held faculty positions for at least one year. Applicants must have the following:

- M.D. and/or Ph.D. degree; formal postdoctoral training completed at the time of application.
- A record of meritorious research in areas pertinent to the interests of the Endowment Fund.
- Not more than four years of experience in an independent/tenure-track faculty position (exceptions may be made to account for parental leave).
- Evidence of a commitment to a career in neuroscience.
- U.S. citizenship or lawful permanent resident status.
- U.S.-based sponsoring institution, to which awards will be paid.


Literature Fellowships: Translation Projects
Deadline: January 7, 2010
Award Amount: $12,500-$25,000

Through fellowships to published translators, the Arts Endowment supports projects for the translation of specific works of prose,
poetry, or drama from other languages into English. Application materials are available online only. If you have questions concerning the Literature Fellowships please call the Literature Fellowship Hotline at 202/682-5034 or email davisg@arts.gov.

http://arts.endow.gov/grants/apply/LitTranslation/index.html

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Research Scholarship in Photograph Conservation 2009-2011

Deadline: January 8, 2010

Award Amount: The stipend amount is $40,000 per year, plus a $3,000 travel allowance and a $2,000 contribution to health insurance.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art seeks qualified applicants for the position of Research Scholar in photograph conservation. The Research Scholar will have a two-year term with the possibility of renewal for a third year and will work on site in the photograph conservation lab of the Metropolitan’s Sherman Fairchild Center for Works on Paper and Photograph Conservation. The Research Scholar will report to the Sherman Fairchild Conservator of Photographs, who in turn reports to the Curator in Charge of the Department of Photographs.

http://www.metmuseum.org/education/photograph_conservation.html

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Brain Tumor Research Fellowships

Deadline: January 8, 2010

Award Amount: Research Fellowships $80,000 over two years; Translational Research $75,000 for one year.

The American Brain Tumor Association is accepting applications for its 2010 Basic Research Fellowship and Translational Research Grant programs. ABTA Basic Research Fellowships are two-year training awards that support the salaries of young researchers entering the field of brain tumor research. Often the first award of a researcher’s career, the fellowship provides the opportunity for young, bright, and motivated investigators to learn from mentors. Fellowship Eligibility: MD must be within two years of residency completion or within five years post residency training as of July 1, 2010. OR: PhDs will have their doctorate by January 1, 2010 and will have no more than five years post doctoral laboratory experience by July 1, 2010. If candidate has multiple post doctoral degrees, the last conferred postdoctoral degree will be used to determine eligibility.

http://www.abta.org/Research_Progress/2010_Funding_Opportunities/292

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Researching Epilepsy Fellowship

Deadline: January 8, 2010

Award Amount: $150,000
The Esther A. & Joseph Klingenstein Fund supports, in the early stages of their careers, young investigators engaged in basic or clinical research that may lead to a better understanding of epilepsy. The Klingenstein Fund recognizes that to accomplish this goal it is necessary to encourage a variety of new approaches. Several areas within the neurosciences are of particular interest to the Fund:

**Cellular and molecular neuroscience**—Studies of the mechanisms of neuronal excitability and development, and of the genetic basis of seizure disorders.

**Neural systems**—Studies of the integrative function of the nervous system.

**Clinical research**—Studies designed to improve the prevention, diagnosis, treatment and our understanding of the causes of epilepsy.

To qualify for an award investigators must hold the Ph.D. and/or M.D. degrees, and have completed all research training, including post-doctoral training.

1. U.S. citizenship is not a requirement, but it is expected that candidates will be permanent residents of the U.S. and that their research will be carried out in U.S. institutions.
2. Holding an award from another foundation concurrently with a Klingenstein award requires the approval of the Advisory Committee.
3. The candidate should be an independent investigator, holding a tenure track academic rank (but not yet tenured) in a university or medical school, or the equivalent standing in a research institute or medical center.

[http://www.klingfund.org/](http://www.klingfund.org/)

**Long Term Research in Environmental Biology**

**Deadline:** January 9, 2010

**Award Amount:** $90,000 per year (direct and indirect costs) and $450,000 over a 5-year (60 month) effort

The National Science Foundation's Long Term Research in Environmental Biology (LTREB) encourages the submission of proposals aimed at generating extended time series of biological and environmental data that address ecological and evolutionary processes aimed at resolving important issues in environmental biology. Researchers must have collected at least six years of previous data to qualify for funding. The proposal also must present a cohesive conceptual rationale or framework for ten years of research. Questions or hypotheses outlined in this conceptual framework must guide an initial 5-year proposal as well as a subsequent, abbreviated renewal. Together, these will constitute a decadal research plan appropriate to begin to address critical and novel long-term questions in environmental biology. As part of the requirements for funding, projects must show how collected data will be shared broadly with the scientific community and the interested public. NSF welcomes proposals on behalf of all qualified scientists, engineers and educators. The Foundation strongly encourages women, minorities and persons with disabilities to participate fully in its programs.
Newberry Library Long-Term Fellowships

**Deadline:** January 11, 2010

**Award Amount:** $70,000

The Newberry Library is an independent research library concentrating in the humanities. It houses a non-circulating collection of rare books, maps, and manuscripts. The library’s holdings span the history and culture of Western Europe from the Middle Ages to the mid-twentieth century and the Americas from the time of first contact between Europeans and Native Americans. Its strengths include European discovery, exploration, and settlement of the Americas; the American West; local history, family history, and genealogy; literature and history of the Midwest, especially the Chicago Renaissance; Native American history and literature; the Renaissance; the French Revolution; Portuguese and Brazilian history; British literature and history; the history of cartography; the history and theory of music; the history of printing; and early philology and linguistics. The collections number 1,500,000 printed titles, five million manuscript pages, and 300,000 historic maps. The National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships are for established scholars to support projects in any field appropriate to the library’s collections. history, and genealogy; literature and history of the Midwest, especially the Chicago Renaissance; Native American history and literature; the Renaissance; the French Revolution; Portuguese and Brazilian history; British literature and history; the history of cartography; the history and theory of music; the history of printing; and early philology and linguistics. The collections number 1,500,000 printed titles, five million manuscript pages, and 300,000 historic maps.


Researching the Arctic

**Deadline:** January 14, 2010

**Award Amount:** $400,000

The National Science Foundation invites investigators at U.S. organizations to submit proposals to conduct research about the Arctic. Arctic research includes field and modeling studies and data analysis in and about the arctic region. Proposals may only be submitted by the U.S. Organizations. proposals should discuss how their results would contribute to an understanding of the arctic environment. Thus, while it is perfectly acceptable to propose a study of a relatively narrow disciplinary scope, an effort should also be made to explain how one would transfer the results to broader areas of research. Thus, the Arctic Sciences Division encourages proposals that focus on arctic phenomena and provide hypothesis-driven tests to produce the understanding needed to develop predictive tools based on first principles. Proposals to perform long-term observations are best submitted to the Arctic Observing Network Program (AON). Similarly, proposals that treat generic processes that could be studied outside the Arctic are more appropriate to other programs within the
Foundation. Proposers are encouraged to contact a program director if they have questions about the fit of a given research topic. Click here to view Abstracts of recent awards made through this program.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Latino History, Art, and Culture Fellowships

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $27,000

The Smithsonian Institute’s Latino Studies Fellowship Program offers awards to US Latino/a predoctoral students and postdoctoral or senior scholars to pursue research related to Latino history, art, and culture using Smithsonian resources. Fellowship appointments are for up to twelve months with the opportunity to spend up to a third of the time in the field but not at the home institution.

http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/LSFELL/LSFELLapp.htm

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Kress Foundation Curatorial Fellowships

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $30,000

Four $30,000 Kress Curatorial Fellowships for one-year internships for curatorial training in European art at an American museum. Restrictions: Restricted to individuals who have completed a Ph.D. in the history of European art.

http://www.kressfoundation.org/cutarfell.html

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Environmental Research and Education Fellowship

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $47,000

The Smithsonian Institution offers fellowships in fields that are actively pursued by the museums and research organizations of the Institution. These fellowships support research in residence at all Smithsonian facilities except the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. At present, the fields fellowship are available for: Animal behavior, ecology, and environmental science, including an emphasis on the tropics; Anthropology, including archaeology, Astrophysics and astronomy, Earth sciences and paleobiology, Evolutionary and systematic biology, History of science and technology, History of art, especially American, contemporary, African, and Asian art, twentieth-century, American crafts, and decorative arts Social and cultural history of the United States Folk life Materials Research. Postdoctoral Fellowships are offered to scholars who have held the degree or equivalent for less than seven years. Senior Fellowships are
of scholars who have held the degree or equivalent for seven years or more. Predoctoral Fellowships are offered to doctoral candidates who have completed preliminary course work and examinations. Candidates must have the approval of their universities to conduct doctoral research at the Smithsonian Institution. The term is 3 to 12 months. The stipend is $27,000 per year plus allowances. Graduate Student Fellowships are offered to students formally enrolled in a graduate program of study, who have completed at least one semester, and not yet been advanced to candidacy if in a Ph.D. Program. Applicants must submit a proposal for research in a discipline, which is pursued at the Smithsonian. The term is 10 weeks; the stipend is $6,000.

http://www.serc.si.edu/projects/fellowships/fellowships.aspx

-----------------------------

Junior Fellows Program in International Peace (Includes Non-US Nationals)

Deadline: January 15, 2010

Award Amount: $35,000 per year

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace's Junior Fellows program is offered to uniquely qualified graduating seniors and individuals who have graduated during the past academic year. Carnegie Junior Fellows work as research assistants to the Endowment's senior associates. Junior Fellows have the opportunity to conduct research for books, co-author journal articles and policy papers, participate in meetings with high-level officials, contribute to congressional testimony and organize briefings attended by scholars, activists, journalists and government officials. Graduating seniors are nominated. All applicants must be eligible to work in the United States for a full 12 months from August 1 through July 31 following graduation. Students on F-1 visas who are eligible to work in the US for the full year (August 1 through July 31) may apply for the program. If attending a participating school outside of the United States, an applicant must be a U.S. citizen (due to work permit requirements). The Endowment is unable to consider anyone who has started graduate studies.

http://www.carnegieendowment.org/about/index.cfm?fa=jrfellows

-----------------------------

8. Postdoctoral Fellowships in Molecular Evolution

Deadline: January 15, 2010

Award Amount: $42,000 for one year to $84,000 for two years

The Smithsonian Postdoctoral Fellowship in Molecular Evolution is offered to support research at the Smithsonian Institution. The Smithsonian's molecular research facilities are located at National Museum of Natural History (NMNH), National Zoological Park (NZP) in the Washington, D.C. area, and at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI) in the Republic of Panama. Applicants must propose to conduct research in residence for a period of 12 to 24 months. Applicants must have completed or be near completion of the Ph.D. Recipients who have not completed the Ph.D. at the time of application...
must provide proof of completion of the degree before the fellowship begins. Applicants interested in conducting research at these facilities are strongly encouraged to contact potential advisors-hosts at any of the Smithsonian's various Museums and Research Institutes prior to proposal preparation and submission.

http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm

Radiologic Sciences Research Seed Project

Deadline: January 15, 2010

Award Amount: up to $40,000

The Radiological Society of North America's Research and Education Foundation's seed grant will enable all levels of investigators throughout the world in defining objectives and testing hypotheses in preparation of major grant applications to corporations, foundations, and governmental agencies. The seed data from these projects will indicate feasibility and appropriateness of the research prior to applying for funds from other agencies. Nature of Projects:

- Any area of research related to the radiologic sciences.
- This grant mechanism will be open to all levels of radiologic investigators, with an established academic appointment.
- Applications should describe the unique nature of the research effort independent of existing research efforts. Greater emphasis will be placed on the likelihood of this research to attract future funding given the nature and extent of the preliminary data collected within the cycle of the grant.
- Projects focused on advancing imaging science, developing or evaluating medical imaging technology, or making innovative use of imaging science to answer important biologic or clinical questions are encouraged.

Eligibility: Click here.

Summer Residency in France for Artists and Scholars

Deadline: January 15, 2010

Award Amount: Terra Summer Residency fellows are awarded a stipend of $5,000 and artists receive an additional $200 for the purchase of materials.

The Terra Foundation for American Art offers ten summer fellowships to artists and scholars from the United States and Europe. These fellowships are awarded to artists who have completed their studies at the Master's level and to doctoral students engaged in research on American art (from the eighteenth century to the 1980s). During their eight week stay, senior artists and art historians are in residence to mentor fellows and pursue their own work. Each Terra Summer Residency Fellow is provided with lodging and study or studio space, daily lunches, and a program consisting of independent study, meetings, and
Applicants must be nominated by a professor at an academic institution. Such nominees must fall within one of the two following categories: American and European doctoral candidates researching a subject that contains a significant American art component, or that examines artistic exchange between America and Europe. Candidates should be at an advanced stage of their doctoral research and writing. American and European artists who have completed a Master’s program (or its equivalent) in mixed media and/or painting. Preference is given to applicants who completed a Master’s program within the past five years. All applicants are expected to be fluent in English. Knowledge of French is desirable, but not required.

Click here to view previous fellows.

Click here to view previous fellows.

http://terraamericanart.org/news/index.asp?key=64&subkey=1617

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Humanities Long Term Fellowships

Deadline: January 15, 2009

Award Amount: $40,000

The American Antiquarian Society/National Endowment for the Humanities offers Long Term Visiting Academic Research Fellowships for persons who have already completed their formal professional training. Degree candidates and persons seeking support for work in pursuit of a degree may not hold AAS-NEH fellowships. These residencies in Worcester provide an opportunity not only for research in collections that are extraordinarily deep but also for collegial discussion with staff and other fellows, faculty in area colleges and universities, and other scholars visiting AAS from all over the United States and abroad. Hundreds of books and articles, some of them winners of major prizes, including the Pulitzer and Bancroft, have stemmed from AAS fellowships. Foreign nationals who have been residents in the United States for at least three years immediately preceding the application deadline for the fellowship are eligible. Preference will be given to individuals who have not held long-term fellowships during the three years preceding the period for which the application is being made. Click here to view current fellows and their projects.

http://www.americanantiquarian.org/longterm.htm

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Programs

The National Science Foundation's Division of Social and Economic Sciences and Division of Behavioral and Cognitive Sciences award grants to doctoral students to improve the quality of dissertation research. These grants provide funds for items not normally available through the student’s university. Additionally, these grants allow doctoral students to undertake significant data-gathering projects and to conduct field and archival research in settings away from their campus that would not otherwise be possible. Funds may be used for valid research expenses which include, but are not limited to, conducting field research in settings away from campus that would not otherwise be possible, data collection and sample survey costs, payments to subjects or informants, specialized research equipment,
analysis and services not otherwise available, supplies, travel to archives, travel to specialized collections and facilities, or field research locations, and partial living expenses for conducting necessary research away from the student's university. The proposal must be submitted through regular university channels by the dissertation advisor(s) on behalf of the graduate student who is at the point of initiating or already conducting dissertation research. The student must be enrolled at a U.S. institution, but need not be a U.S. citizen. Proposals from women, minorities, and persons with disabilities are strongly encouraged.

*Archaeology

**Deadline:** None

**Award Amount:** $20,000

The NSF Archeology Program constitutes part of a larger Anthropological and Regional Sciences cluster and its focus is limited to research of clear anthropological significance. In a proposal the students should describe why their research is important from an anthropological perspective.


*Political Science

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $12,000

Outstanding proposals specify how the knowledge to be created advances our theoretical understanding of the study situation, so that people interested in similar situations in different contexts will learn from the project's outcome. The key is to be explicit in showing how the general theory explains the local situation, and in showing how the new knowledge from the local situation will advance the theory.


*Linguistics

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010; July 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $12,000

An outstanding dissertation proposal will clearly specify the leading research questions and hypotheses, the data relevant to answering those research questions, the theoretical framework being used and the methods of analysis. It will provide a brief literature review and a clear work plan. It will also address the NSF review criterion of broader impacts.


*Cultural Anthropology

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010; August 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $20,000
The panel reviews 50-150 proposals each meeting, and usually ranks less than 20% in the "must fund" category. While the proposals span the breadth of diversity in cultural anthropology, the top-ranked proposals share some strengths which more proposals could display. On the most general level, the panel notes that projects that advance our theoretical understanding are more scientifically meritorious than descriptive projects which add a case study of some (albeit fascinating and topical) situation. Outstanding proposals specify how the knowledge to be created advances our theoretical understanding of the study situation, so that people interested in similar situations in different contexts will learn from the project's outcome. The key is to be explicit in showing how the general theory explains the local situation, and in showing how the new knowledge from the local situation will advance the theory.

[link]

*Law and Social Science

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010; August 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $6,000-$15,000

Outstanding proposals specify how the knowledge to be created advances our theoretical understanding of the study situation, so that people interested in similar situations in different contexts will learn from the project's outcome. The key is to be explicit in showing how the general theory explains the local situation, and in showing how the new knowledge from the local situation will advance the theory.

[link]

*Research on Science and Technology Surveys and Statistics

**Deadline:** January 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $12,000

The Division of Science Resources Statistics (SRS) funds doctoral dissertation research on science, engineering, technology, and innovation (S&T) issues and policies that affect the U.S. in its international setting. It supports high quality doctoral research that may lead to (1) improved survey methodologies to generate S&T data, (2) creation or improvement of S&T indicators reflecting science, research and development, innovation activities, engineering, technology, or the science and engineering workforce, (3) strengthening of methodologies to analyze statistical S&T data, or (4) development of novel means to convey the information in these data to a variety of audiences. SRS encourages proposals that analyze SRS S&T data or SRS data in conjunction with relevant data from other sources, but also accepts proposals to analyze data from non-SRS sources alone, including international data.

[link]

*Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics

**Deadline:** January 16, 2010; August 16, 2010
The Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics (MMS) Program is an interdisciplinary program in the Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences that supports the development of innovative analytical and statistical methods and models for those sciences. MMS seeks proposals that are methodologically innovative, grounded in theory, and have potential utility for multiple fields within the social and behavioral sciences. As part of its larger portfolio, the MMS Program partners with a consortium of federal statistical agencies to support research proposals that further the development of new and innovative approaches to surveys and to the analysis of survey data.

http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/ses/mms/diss1.jsp

*Economics
Deadline: January 18, 2010; August 18, 2010
Award Amount: $12,000

This program is designed to improve the quality of dissertation research. These grants provide funds for items not normally available through the student's university. Additionally, these grants allow doctoral students to undertake significant data gathering projects and to conduct field research in settings away from their campus that would not otherwise be possible. The program does not provide cost-of-living or other stipends or tuition. Outstanding proposals specify how the knowledge to be created advances economics science.


*Decision, Risk & Management Sciences
Deadline: January 18, 2010; August 18, 2010
Award Amount: $12,000

The Decision, Risk and Management Sciences program supports scientific research directed at increasing the understanding and effectiveness of decision making by individuals, groups, organizations, and society. Disciplinary and interdisciplinary research, doctoral dissertation research, and workshops are funded in the areas of judgment and decision making; decision analysis and decision aids; risk analysis, perception, and communication; societal and public policy decision making; management science and organizational design. The program also supports small grants that are time-critical and small grants that are high-risk and of a potentially transformative nature (see Grants for Rapid Response Research (RAPID) and EARly-concept Grants for Exploratory Research (EAGER).)


*Science, Technology, and Society
Deadline: February 1, 2010; September 9, 2010
Award Amount: $10,000
STS considers proposals that examine historical, philosophical, and sociological questions that arise in connection with science, engineering, and technology, and their respective interactions with society. STS has four components:

1. Ethics and Values in Science, Engineering and Technology (EVS),
2. History and Philosophy of Science, Engineering and Technology (HPS),
3. Social Studies of Science, Engineering and Technology (SSS),
4. Studies of Policy, Science, Engineering and Technology (SPS).


*Physical Anthropology*

**Deadline:** February 9, 2010; August 16, 2010

**Award Amount:** $20,000

The Physical Anthropology Program supports basic research in areas related to human evolution and contemporary human biological variation. Research areas supported by the program include, but are not limited to, human genetic variation, human adaptation, human osteology and bone biology, human and nonhuman primate paleontology, functional anatomy, and primate socioecology. Grants supported in these areas are united by an underlying evolutionary framework, and often a consideration of adaptation as a central theoretical theme. Many proposals also have a biocultural orientation. The program frequently serves as a bridge within NSF between the social and behavioral sciences and the natural and physical sciences, and proposals are commonly jointly reviewed and funded with other programs.

http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/bcs/phys/suppdiss.jsp

*Geography and Spatial Sciences*

**Deadline:** February 15, 2010; October 15, 2010

**Award Amount:** $12,000

The Geography and Spatial Sciences Program sponsors research on the geographic distributions and interactions of human, physical, and biotic systems on the Earth's surface. Investigations are encouraged into the nature, causes, and consequences of human activity and natural environmental processes across a range of scales. Projects on a variety of topics (both domestic and international) qualify for support if they offer promise of contributing to scholarship by enhancing geographical knowledge, concepts, theories, methods, and their application to societal problems and concerns. GSS encourages projects that explicitly integrate undergraduate and graduate education into the overall research agenda. Proposals submitted for consideration by the Geography and Spatial Sciences Program at NSF tend to be most competitive if the research is grounded in relevant geographical theory, if it focuses on one or a few core questions grounded in the theoretical framework that has been established, if it articulates how scientifically sound methods will be used to explore the validity of answers to the core questions, and if the results are likely to contribute not only specific answers to those specific questions but also to the enhancement of broader geographic and/or spatial scientific theory. The project
can draw on and contribute to theory in other fields, too, but to obtain at least some funding from GSS, efforts should be made to enhance fundamental geographic theory, and the investigators should plan to disseminate their results through presentations and publications for geographers and spatial scientists as well as other relevant communities.

http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/bcs/grs/suppdiss.jsp

-----------------------

*Sociology

Deadline: February 15, 2010; October 15, 2010

Award Amount: $10,000

The Sociology Program supports basic research on all forms of human social organization -- societies, institutions, groups and demography -- and processes of individual and institutional change. The Program encourages theoretically focused empirical investigations aimed at improving the explanation of fundamental social processes. Included is research on organizations and organizational behavior, population dynamics, social movements, social groups, labor force participation, stratification and mobility, family, social networks, socialization, gender roles, and the sociology of science and technology. The Program supports both original data collections and secondary data analysis that use the full range of quantitative and qualitative methodological tools. Theoretically grounded projects that offer methodological innovations and improvements for data collection and analysis are also welcomed. Click here for information on Strengthening Qualitative Research through Methodological Innovation and Integration. The Sociology Program also funds doctoral dissertation research to defray direct costs associated with conducting research, for example, dataset acquisition, additional statistical or methodological training, meeting with scholars associated with original datasets, and fieldwork away from the student’s home campus. Please click here for additional information on the Sociology Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant.


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Biomedical Engineering Fellows and Scholars Program

Deadline: January 25, 2010

Award Amount: Round trip international airfare, A monthly living stipend, Health & Accident insurance; Fellows Only: Tuition allowance up to a maximum amount (to be determined by program administrators, typically no greater than $25,000)

The Whitaker International Fellows and Scholars Program sends emerging leaders in U.S. biomedical engineering (or bioengineering) to undertake a self-designed project that will enhance their own careers within the field. The Program consists of two branches: Whitaker Fellows and Whitaker Scholars. Whitaker Fellows are biomedical engineers (or bioengineers, which is considered synonymous) ranging from graduating seniors to those conducting doctoral studies. Fellows should have a BS or MS degree in biomedical engineering. Whitaker Scholars are biomedical engineers who have/will have a PhD by the beginning date of
their awards. Applicants are eligible ONLY for one or the other (depending on their academic level. Scholars should have a degree in biomedical engineering and a doctorate (which may not have been obtained more than three years prior to the start of the grant) OR will receive the PhD prior the start of the grant.

http://www.whitaker.org/program-overview

Nieman Fellowships for Journalists


**Award Amount:** The U.S. Fellowships include tuition, a $60,000 stipend and housing and childcare support. Special funding arrangements apply to international fellows.

Nieman Fellowships provide a mid-career opportunity for journalists to spend a year of learning and reflection at Harvard. Fellowships are awarded to 12 U.S. journalists and 12 from other countries. The Foundation also awards 2 fellowships in Global Health reporting. Fellows design an individual course of study and participate in Nieman seminars. The Nieman Fellowship program is the oldest and best-known mid-career program for journalists in the world. More than 1,300 journalists from the U.S. and 88 other countries have come to Harvard for a year of learning, exploration and fellowship. Nieman Fellows are provided the opportunity to step back from deadlines, renew their intellectual curiosity and enrich their understanding of the topics they cover.

http://www.nieman.harvard.edu/NiemanFoundation.aspx

Fund for Independent Musicology Scholars

**Deadline:** January 25, 2010 and July 25, 2010

**Award Amount:** $500-$2,000

The purpose of the American Musicology Society’s Janet Levy Fund is to support professional travel and research expenses for independent scholars who are members of the American Musicological Society. The award is open to members of the American Musicological Society who hold the Ph.D. or similar degree (e.g., D.M.A. in Historical Performance), who are not employed as a full-time faculty member in an institution of higher learning, and who are not emeritus faculty. No individual may receive a Levy Award more than once in a three-year period. Kinds of Projects: Examples of projects supported by the Levy Fund include travel to the Annual Meeting of the AMS, to a conference to read a paper or participate in an official capacity, or to archives or research libraries; research expenses; microfilms; and specialized research materials.

http://www.ams-net.org/awards/levy.php
Spencer Education Fellowship

**Deadline:** January 31, 2010

**Award amount:** Three Fellowships will be awarded with stipends of $75,000 each.

The Fellowships are open to journalists, educators, and education policy researchers who interested in creating significant works of long-form education journalism.

The fellowship combines course work in residence at Columbia University with intense individual help with each fellow's project on some aspect of education in the United States.

Applicants must demonstrate their reporting and writing abilities through newspaper and magazine clips, books, monographs, academic reports, or other writing samples. The chief criterion for selection is the potential for research and writing excellence, and impact on the national discourse, in the field of education. An outline of a proposed project in education reporting--projects that are already underway are eligible--must accompany all applications. Preference will be given to those who can show the likelihood of publication for their idea, either through a letter of commitment from a news organization or a book contract.

http://www.journalism.columbia.edu/cs/ContentServer/jrn/1175372796716/page

Public Health Fellowship

**Deadline:** January 31, 2010

**Award Amount:** up to $4,000

The NEWAID Foundation provides stipends for fellows to conduct public health research abroad of the abandoned infectious diseases of marginalized populations. These diseases include, but are not limited to: tuberculosis, malaria, trypanosomiasis, filariasis, schistosomiasis, dengue fever, leishmaniasis, leptospirosis and enteric pathogens. These projects should evaluate either the molecular, behavioral, social, or interventional epidemiology associated with these diseases. Applicants for NEWAID fellowships do not need to be United States citizens, but must be enrolled at an accredited graduate institution within the United States pursuing a Masters degree in Public Health. Recent MPH graduates who have finished their education within the past 2 years are also welcome to apply. MD students and PhD students are not eligible to apply during this funding cycle, though we hope to expand our programs in the future. Click here for past projects.

http://newaid.org/overview/

Chemical Science Teaching Award

**Deadline:** January 31, 2010
Award Amount: $3,250

Royal Society of Chemistry's Higher Education Teaching Award recognizes outstanding teaching skills and/or development of innovative materials/methods in higher education in Chemical Science. Eligibility: Open to everyone without restrictions and Candidates are permitted to nominate themselves. View past winners here.

High Quality Professional Development Program for Faculty

**Deadline:** February 1, 2010

Award Amount: $2,000

The National Education Association's Learning and Leadership Grants support public school teachers, public education support professionals, and/or faculty and staff in public institutions of higher education for one of the following two purposes:

- Grants to individuals fund participation in high-quality professional development experiences, such as summer institutes or action research; or
- Grants to groups fund collegial study, including study groups, action research, lesson study, or mentoring experiences for faculty or staff new to an assignment.

All professional development must improve practice, curriculum, and student achievement. "One-shot" professional growth experiences, such as attending a national conference or engaging a professional speaker, are discouraged. Decisions regarding the content of the professional growth activities must be based upon an assessment of student work undertaken with colleagues, and must be integrated into the institutional planning process. Eligibility: Applicants must be practicing U.S:

- public school teachers in grades PreK-12;
- public school education support professionals, or;
- faculty and staff at public higher education institutions.

http://www.neafoundation.org/pages/educators/grant-programs/grant-application/learning-and-leadership/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Researching Problems of Violence, Aggression, and Dominance Fellowship

**Deadline:** February 1, 2010

Award Amount: $15,000-$30,000

The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation sponsors scholarly research on problems of violence, aggression, and dominance. The foundation provides both research grants to established scholars and dissertation fellowships to graduate students during the dissertation-writing year. The foundation welcomes proposals from any of the natural and social sciences and the humanities that promise to increase the understanding
of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence, aggression, and dominance. Click here to view past projects.

http://www.hfg.org/

Scholarly Research Projects in all Areas of the Humanities Fellowship

Deadline: February 1, 2010

Award Amount: Fellowships range from one to three months, with stipends of $3,000 per month. Also available are $1,200 to $1,700 travel stipends and dissertation fellowships with a $1,500 stipend.

The Harry Ransom Center, a humanities research library and museum at the University of Texas at Austin, is accepting applications for its 2010-2011 Research Fellowships in the Humanities. The Ransom Center awards about fifty fellowships annually to support scholarly research projects in all areas of the humanities, including literature, photography, film, art, the performing arts, music, and cultural history. Applicants must demonstrate the need for substantial on-site use of the center's collections of art, books and periodicals, film, French and Italian, manuscripts, performing arts and photography. Please see below for more information on each of these collections. All applicants, with the exception of those applying for dissertation fellowships, must be post-doctorates or independent scholars with a substantial record of scholarly achievement.

*Descriptions of the Collections:

**Art:** The art collection is the Ransom Center's repository of drawings, paintings, sculpture, and limited edition prints. It includes over 65,000 American, European, and Asian works of art from the fifteenth through the twentieth centuries. Its strengths include notable American, British, French, and Mexican artists' works on paper. Complementing the Ransom Center's extensive rare book and manuscript collections are exceptional examples of literary portraiture as well as art created by writers and poets. With materials ranging from caricatures and cartoons, book illustration and fine presses, to early European popular imagery, Pre-Raphaelite art, modern French art, posters, and artists' books, the art collection holds numerous opportunities for original research and specialized study.

**Books and Periodicals:** The more than eight hundred thousand volumes gathered at the Ransom Center make possible a study of the history of the book from its beginnings in the manuscript period through the twentieth century. Among the several hundred items in the pre-1700 manuscripts collection are Ptolemaic papyri of the third to first century B.C., an eleventh-century Bede codex from the monastery at Tegernsee, the richly illuminated Chronicles (ca. 1450) of Jean Froissart (1337-1404) and the fifteenth-century Belleville Book of Hours. Incunabular holdings (three hundred eighty volumes and four hundred leaves) begin with the Gutenberg Bible of 1455. The Center's copy, on paper, is one of only five complete exemplars in the United States. The Center's Pforzheimer Library holds William Caxton's edition of Lefevre's Historyes of Troye (1474), the first book printed in English, along with six other works by Caxton.

**Film:** The Ransom Center film collection provides research opportunities for scholars working in history, music, popular culture, textual criticism, and film history and criticism. The collections include more than 10,000 scripts for film, television, and radio; more than 15,000 posters, lobby cards, and other advertising materials; and over a million photographs, including film stills, portrait and publicity photographs, set and location reference stills, makeup and wardrobe stills, and candid behind-the-scenes photographs. Virtually all of the collections include correspondence, memos, production records, or
business records. The bulk of the collection concerns mainstream Hollywood filmmaking from the silent era through the present day. Hollywood’s Golden Age (1930–1950) is particularly well represented. Other archives relate to the Texas film industry, television, and radio.

French and Italian: The Ransom Center’s collections of French and Italian printed and manuscript materials provide a wealth of resources for research in literature, art, and music from the medieval period through the twentieth century. The materials span the breadth of the Center’s holdings; they include manuscripts, correspondence, music scores, books, drawings, paintings, prints, and photographs. The Carlton Lake collection of French literature, music, and art is particularly rich in nineteenth- and twentieth-century works and is considered to be one of the most significant resources for the study of French modernism outside France. Manuscripts: Manuscripts, annotated typescripts, corrected proofs and galleys, notes, correspondence, diaries, and volumes from the personal libraries of many of the most important twentieth-century authors of North America, Great Britain, and France are the Ransom Center’s special strength. In addition, printed volumes in first and subsequent editions, as well as variants, translations, abridgements, adaptations, and bibliographical, biographical, and critical works provide a basis for the study of most of the Center’s original materials.

Performing Arts: This research collection documents the history of theater, dance, costume and scenic design, opera, and popular entertainments such as vaudeville, the circus, pantomime, magic, puppetry, and minstrel shows. The primary emphasis is on British and American theater from the eighteenth through mid-twentieth centuries. In addition to playscripts, promptbooks, correspondence, playbills and programs, and clippings, the collection is rich in visual material such as production photographs, set and costume renderings, posters, prints and engravings, and set models. The archival collections are complemented by audiovisual holdings, a growing costume collection, and a comprehensive library of published materials.

Photography: The cornerstone of the photography collection is the renowned Helmut and Alison Gernsheim collection, which is best known for its treasures of nineteenth-century photography, including the world’s first photograph, a unique image created in 1826 by the French inventor Joseph Nicéphore Niépce. Since that landmark acquisition, the photography collection has expanded into such diverse areas as fine art, photojournalism, documentary photography, the history of photography, and its technology. These holdings currently amount to over five million prints and negatives, supplemented by books, manuscripts, journals, and memorabilia of significant photographers since the medium’s invention.

To view past recipients please click here.
http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/research/fellowships/

Social Entrepreneurship Awards

Deadline: February 10, 2010

Award Amount: $1,000,000

The Skoll Foundation’s Awards for Social Entrepreneurship support social entrepreneurs whose work has the potential for large-scale influence on critical challenges of our time: tolerance and human rights, health, economic and social equity, peace and security, institutional responsibility, and environmental sustainability. These
issues are at the heart of the foundation's vision of empowering people to create a peaceful, prosperous, sustainable world. Within these issues, they are particularly interested in applications from social entrepreneurs working in five critical sub-issue areas that threaten the survival of humanity - climate change, nuclear proliferation, pandemics, conflict in the Middle East and water scarcity. View past recipients here.

http://www.skollfoundation.org/skollawards/index.asp

Horticulture Fellowship

Deadline: March 1, 2010

Award Amount: $26,000 for 12 months or $13,000 for 6 months

The Smithsonian Institution’s Horticulture Services Division (HSD) invites applications for research fellowships in the field of horticulture. Fellowships support full-time independent, thesis and dissertation research based at HSD’s office in Washington, D.C. The Enid A. Haupt Fellowship in Horticulture was made possible by a generous endowment from philanthropist Enid Annenberg Haupt who, during her lifetime, passionately supported the creation of public gardens and preservation of horticultural institutions. In that same spirit, the Smithsonian Institution’s Horticulture Services Division offers the Haupt Fellowship to encourage the study of, and professions in, the field of horticulture in its broadest sense. Applicants must be enrolled in a graduate program seeking (or have received) their Master’s or Ph.D. in horticulture, landscape architecture, cultural studies, or a related discipline with concentrations in garden history or landscape studies. Applicants whose native language is not English are expected to have the ability to write and converse fluently in English. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or residents for three years prior to application.

http://www.gardens.si.edu/horticulture/res_ed/intern/fellow.htm

Non Profit Development Program

Deadline: March 1, 2010

Award Amount: $3,000

The National Academy of Social Insurance’s Nathan J. Stark Internship for Nonprofit Development will provide two students with the opportunity to learn about nonprofit organizations, how they work, how they raise funds, and how they make a difference. Interns will be based at the National Academy of Social Insurance or another nonprofit organization, the National Health Policy Forum. Each summer, two students interested in a career in the nonprofit sector will be awarded an internship. The interns come to Washington, D.C., for twelve weeks during the summer semester. The internship includes a $3,000 honorarium and the opportunity to participate in a series of seminars and programs. International students with valid student visas can be placed with these nongovernmental organizations, if placement projects match their skills and interests. The Eligibility: outstanding graduate and upper division undergraduate students.
Research Fellowships in Colonial and U.S. History and Culture

Deadline: March 1, 2010

Award Amount: $2,000

The Library Company of Philadelphia and The Historical Society of Pennsylvania jointly award fellowships for research in residence in their collections, which contain printed materials relating to all aspects of American history and culture up to about 1880. These fellowships support advanced, post-doctoral, or dissertation research. Click here to view current fellows.

http://www.librarycompany.org/fellowships/american.htm

Teaching American History and/or American Government Fellowships

Deadline: March 10, 2010

Award Amount: $24,000

The James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation offers James Madison Fellowships to a select group of individuals desiring to become outstanding teachers of the American Constitution. You must be a U.S. citizen or U.S. national to apply for a James Madison Fellowship. James Madison Fellows are expected to complete one of the following:

- Master of Arts (MA)
- Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
- Master of Education (MEd) with an emphasis on American history, government, political science, or other relevant concentration.

http://www.act.org/madison/faq.html

Unsung Heroes Award Program for Teachers

Deadline: April 30, 2010

Award Amount: Top winner-$25,000, Second place-$10,000, third place-$5,000.

Are you an educator with a class project that is short on funding but long on potential? Do you know a teacher looking for grant dollars? ING Unsung Heroes® could help you turn great ideas into reality for students. Grants for full time teachers employed at accredited U.S. Public or private schools may apply.

Individual Artist Fellowship Program

Deadline: June 1, 2010

Award Amount: $5,000

The Individual Artist Fellowship Program recognizes the creation of new artworks by individuals of exceptional talent and demonstrated ability. Fellowship awards support the general artistic and career advancement of the individual artist.

http://www.florida-arts.org/grants/fellowship/index.htm

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

International Science and Technology Award

Deadline: December 30, 2010

Award Amount: The Award recipients receive assistance in gaining admission to prestigious U.S. institutions and three years of fiscal support which includes academic tuition and fee coverage, a monthly living stipend, book and supplies allowance, conference and research allowances, health and accident coverage, round trip airfare from home country to the United States, and specially tailored enrichment activities.

The International Fulbright Science and Technology Award for Outstanding Foreign Students provides talented students with an opportunity to pursue Ph.D. study at top U.S. universities. Sponsored by the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Department of State, the Award is designed to be the most prestigious international scholarship in science and technology. This Award Program, an outcome of the 2006 U.S. University Presidents Summit cosponsored by the U.S. Department of State and U.S. Department of Education, demonstrates the United States' commitment to welcoming top-notch future researchers and leaders to pursue serious scientific study and research at U.S. institutions. To be eligible you must:

- be a citizen of a country where there is an active Fulbright Foreign Student Program;
- apply through the Fulbright Commission or U.S. Embassy in your country of citizenship; and
- have completed study equivalent to a U.S. Bachelor's degree on or before August 2010. It is highly recommended that your prior degree study be in the same field of study, or a related field of study, for which you wish to pursue Ph.D. study.

Click here to view current fellows.

http://foreign.fulbrightonline.org/scienceandtech.html?CFID=7538157&CFTOKEN=71619160

-----------------------------------------------------------------------